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Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

November 6, 2012
Most low wing rubber models, especially with a tapered planform, have a tendency to experience “tip stall” in a bank. So it is
always a good idea to put in some washout or twist in the wing (trailing edge up out at the tip) as hedge against this undesired
characteristic. An 1/8” rise in the trailing edge was selected in the previous Report No. 66.
This morning I started the task of putting in the washout in the left wing panel. The following is a description David Moody
sent me of the procedure he uses to jig the wing panel up for washout.
You will need six stand off pieces of wood. Just grab some 1/8 X 1/4 balsa about an inch or so long. Lay
these down on your building board so they support the left wing panel at the root, the tip, and somewhere
in the middle of the wing. 3 front, 3back. Then, secure these pieces of wood to the building board.

You will want about 3/32 to an 1/8 + of washout, so grab a piece of that size wood for the rear tip of
the wing, and something exactly half of that amount for the rear mid section of the wing. Affix these
pieces of wood to your center and tip standoffs. Example, a 1/8 piece of wood on the rear tip, and a
1/16 piece for the rear center. (when I say the tip, I'm talking about the last rib). I like to lay some
waxed paper on the wood so the dope won't stick.
Now set up the wing and pin it down, so the outer rear portion of the rear of the wing is forced up the
1/8th amount. The rear center a 1/16th. Once your happy with the fit, remove the wing panel but
only remove the rear pins. This will allow you to slide the wing back into position easily.
Since you've already shrunk the wing, I would suggest letting your shower get real steamy, then wave
your wing around to dampen the tissue, then put it in the jig you just built and let it dry. I like water
shrinking because it gets tighter, in my opinion. This method works well with printed tissue and won't run.
After drying, dope it up and put it back in the jig. You may do this a number of times with successive
coats, and even insignias. Do the same setup on the other wing, in the same rib locations.
Leave your wing in the jig as much as you can throughout the building process. Mike Isermann leaves his
finished wings in a jig two weeks.

There is a lot of of disagreement on amount of washout. Low wingers generally need more, and 3/16 isn't
too much for for a 30 inch plane. Since we trim to fly to achieve max altitude, it's flying very close to
stall most of the time. This is where W/O helps the most. However, it's a trade off for effective wing
area. The tips won't lift as much, if at all. There is plenty of area on your 19, so no big
deal………………………………..D

I began by clamping down three pine blocks to the work table. As you see in the picture below, I had to shim up the one on the
left with balsa so all three would be at the same height.
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I put a pan of water about one-third full and brought it to a boil on the kitchen range. As you see below, plenty of hot steam
was coming up out of the pan.

The left wing panel was passed over and through the hot steam coming up from the pan until the tissue became damp and
loose. Then the left panel was jigged to the top of the three pine blocks. A 1/8” shim was put under the trailing edge of the
last rib out at the wing tip 13-1/2” from the root rib. A 1/16” shim was put under the trailing edge of the middle rib 6-3/4”
from the root rib. The root rib of course was weighted down flat on the top of the right pine block, which put a uniform twist
down the span of the left wing panel. I used weights to hold the wing down because I do not like to push pins through the
covered wing panel. This will be left to dry out most of the afternoon. Then this evening, the left panel will be removed from
the jig and given its first coat of 25/75 clear nitrate dope. Wax paper will put over the pine blocks and the wing panel re-
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jigged and left over night to dry………………………Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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